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SHUPACK 

Firm but soft urethane pad material in 2 durometers A30 
Soft and A50 Regular or CS.

250cc cartridges fitting in standard caulking guns. Offers 
protection, cushioning and support for the hoof sole.

Fill up to ground level for support of foundered and 
laminitis cases. When used without pads, usage of meshes 
is recommended, but not required. Set time approx. 
35 seconds. Temperature and humidity may affect the 
performance of this product. 

CHECK OUT THIS
APPLICATION 

VIDEO



Firm A60 urethane pad material very suitable for supporting 
the inner sole.

250cc cartridges fitting in standard caulking guns.
SHUGUARD is a supporting pad material which can be used 
on horses with shoes or barefoot. Thanks to the support on
the sole it relieves the pressure on the wall and improves 
heel growth.

Fill up to ground level for optimal support. Set time approx. 
35 seconds. Temperature and humidity may affect the 
performance of this product.

SHUGUARD

CHECK OUT THIS
APPLICATION 

VIDEO



Firm but soft silicone pad material in three versions A10 
(blue) - A20 (transparent) - A30 (purple).

250cc cartridges fitting in standard caulking guns. Offers 
protection, shock absorption and support for the hoof. 
Always use SHUSIL in combination with Shupads!

SHUSIL does not contain acids or chemicals. Setting time 
4 minutes, depending on weather conditions. Heating up 
SHUSIL before use speeds up setting time significantly. 
Temperature and humidity may affect the performance of 
this product. 

SHUSIL 

CHECK OUT THIS
APPLICATION 

VIDEO



Lightweight impression material for shock absorption and 
protection. Easily mixable and shapeable by hand.   

Standard SHUDIM available in 2x660 gr / 1.5 lb or 2x2.5
kg / 5.5 lb and durometers A15 (blue) - A25 (pink) - A35
(green). The ultra light SHUDIM Air is available in 2100 cc
in durometer A20 and weighs 35% less than any standard
impression material in the industry.

SHUDIM is a non irritating product. Easy to cut which 
makes it applicable in many situations. SHUDIM
does not contain acids or chemicals. Temperature and
humidity may affect the performance of this product. 
Heating up SHUDIM before use speeds up setting time 
significantly.

SHUDIM

CHECK OUT THIS
APPLICATION 

VIDEO



SHUFIX 

CRACK REPAIR
APPLICATION 

VIDEO

Ultra fast white urethane glue which is very suitable for 
making foal extensions and urethane shoes.

Also suitable for retouching or rebuilding heels, making 
medial/lateral corrections and for smaller hoof repairs. In 
severe winter circomstances SHUFIX can also be used to 
glue most kind of glue-on shoes. 

The hoof should be clean and especially dry before applying 
SHUFIX. 250cc cartridges fitting in standard caulking guns. 
Curing time between 30 – 60 seconds, workable after about 
5 minutes. Temperature and humidity can influence the 
performance of this product.



SHUBOND

Acrylic glue for bonding all kinds of horseshoes and 
hoofwall repairs.

Available in 150cc and 420cc black and beige. Fits in 
standard caulking gun using an adapter or just use the 
Glue-U dispenser for 150cc cartridges. 420cc only usable 
with special gun.

Bonds steel, aluminium and even urethane shoes. Suitable 
for repairing large cracks and creating extensions. Initial set 
time: 90-120 seconds (open time). Weight-bearing in 4-5 
minutes (even in cold conditions). Temperature and humidity 
may affect the performance of this product. Heating up 
SHUBOND before use speeds up setting time significantly.

GLUSHU WITH
SHUBOND VIDEO

420 cc bottle in Europe 420 cc bottle in USA



GLUSHU is a flexible cuff bonded to a specially designed 
aluminium horse shoe. Also available in a mini version for 
small horses and foals, and an XL version for draft horses.

This gives the horse a light, hoof supporting, cushioned 
shoe which eliminates any stress or damage to the horse’s 
hoof and is easy to apply.

GLUSHU are non invasive, completely eliminating the risk of 
hoof injury due to nailing. Easy and fast to apply. Available 
in pairs or kit. Uses a fast acting glue. We strongly advise 
you to use Glue-U SHUBOND glue which is specifically 
designed to be used with GLUSHU. Simple sizing system & 
large range of sizes.

PRE FIX is a system to bond a GLUSHU to the foot just to 
keep it in place. PRE FIX is very useful if you have a very 
nervous horse or a horse that is unable to stand on three 
legs (laminitis or injury). PRE FIX is used prior to SHUBOND 
structural bonding.

The base for SHUSIL and SHUDIM. Every pad is designed 
with self closing injection holes. So filling up the hoofs 
becomes easier with SHUPADS. We make use of a extreme 
durable polyurethane creating a long lasting pad.
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